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Obtaining stakeholders’ diverse experiences and opinions about current policy in a timely manner is crucial for policymakers to
identify strengths and gaps in resource allocation, thereby supporting effective policy design and implementation. However, manually
coding even moderately sized interview texts or open-ended survey responses from stakeholders can often be labor-intensive and
time-consuming. This study explores the integration of Large Language Models (LLMs)—like GPT-4—with human expertise to enhance
text analysis of stakeholder interviews regarding K-12 education policy within one U.S. state. Employing a mixed-methods approach,
human experts developed a codebook and coding processes as informed by domain knowledge and unsupervised topic modeling
results. They then designed prompts to guide GPT-4 analysis and iteratively evaluate different prompts’ performances. This combined
human-computer method enabled nuanced thematic and sentiment analysis. Results reveal that while GPT-4 thematic coding aligned
with human coding by 77.89% at specific themes, expanding to broader themes increased congruence to 96.02%, surpassing traditional
Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods by over 25%. Additionally, GPT-4 is more closely matched to expert sentiment analysis
than lexicon-based methods. Findings from quantitative measures and qualitative reviews underscore the complementary roles of
human domain expertise and automated analysis as LLMs offer new perspectives and coding consistency. The human-computer
interactive approach enhances efficiency, validity, and interpretability of educational policy research.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); • Computing methodologies →
Natural language processing; • General and reference → Cross-computing tools and techniques; • Social and professional
topics → K-12 education.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Education policy, Large Language Models (LLMs), Thematic analysis, Sentiment analysis, Policy
stakeholders

1 INTRODUCTION

Policymakers seek reliable, valid, and meaningful evidence to support decision-making in a timely manner. An important
source of policy evidence comes from stakeholders’ lived experiences regarding the implementation of current policies
and their suggestions for improvement [17, 19]. These stakeholders include individuals and organizations concerned
with or affected by a policy’s creation, enactment, and evaluation. Insights can be gleaned from stakeholder interviews,
open-ended surveys, or social media posts [8, 39, 46]. Qualitative data on stakeholders’ insights, combined with
quantitative causal analysis of policy impact, are often utilized in policy analysis. However, when decisions must be
made swiftly, the cost of manually analyzing even a moderately sized corpus of text can impede the actual incorporation
of stakeholders’ voices [24].

The rapid advancement of natural language processing (NLP) techniques—from traditional rule-based and statistical
models to deep learning-based models, such as large language models (LLMs)—sheds light on the time-efficient
comprehension of contents and sentiments in large text corpora. Traditional NLP approaches, such as topic modeling
and specifically methods like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), have found favor in social sciences and policy studies
for uncovering latent themes in extensive collections of texts, such as political speeches, news articles, and social
media content [10, 18, 20, 51]. In addition to content understanding, policy researchers are also interested in gauging
stakeholders’ satisfaction about a given policy, perceived intended and unintended consequences, and areas for further
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improvement. Lexical-based sentiment analysis has been a popular tool in their analytical toolkit for exploring public
reactions expressed on social media or other platforms [1, 16]. However, despite being easy to interpret, both LDA and
lexical-based sentiment analysis encounter challenges in accuracy and adaptability when applied to domain-specific
corpora.

Recent advances in LLMs have demonstrated impressive abilities to capture textual nuances. Researchers across
various fields are examining the performance of LLMs in content and sentiment analysis tasks (e.g., [12, 47]). Yet, few
studies have focused on these promising tools within the context of educational policy analysis. As a recent and evolving
technology, GPT-4’s performance varies across different domains and tasks. Thus, it is crucial for education policy
researchers to explore how to adapt it for their domain-specific needs to fully benefit from it. Furthermore, given the
“black box” nature of many proprietary deep learning-based models (such as ChatGPT), researchers must remain cautious
of their limitations when employing these tools to make high-stake decisions in the public policy arena [41, 45]. Before
deploying GPT in policy analysis, it is incumbent upon us to investigate: How much can policymakers and researchers
trust on large language models to analyze stakeholder feedback and opinions in high-stake, context-dependent decision
making?

This paper is part of a broader study that identifies policies and programs advancing or hindering educational
equity in Washington State (WA)’s K-12 public school system in 2022. In this study, educational equity is defined as the
reduction of disparities in learning opportunities and outcomes for students from racial-ethnic minority groups and
those of low income. To collect stakeholders’ lived experience and their opinions on this issue, the project conducted
interviews with a diverse group of stakeholders, including state legislators, state-level policymakers, school district
administrators, teacher union representatives, teachers, policy advocates, and community leaders. Our study, guided by
two sets of research questions, seeks to understand and enhance the application and performance of computer-assisted
textual analysis techniques in educational policy studies:
Substance Research Questions

(1) What are the key themes that WA stakeholders voiced about the K-12 public school system?
(2) Which themes did stakeholders recognize as advancing educational equity (positive)? Conversely, which areas

were mentioned as needing improvement or hinder (negative) educational equity?

Methodological Research Questions

(1) How accurate and valid are GPT-4 labels of key themes when comparing to human experts’ labels and traditional
topic modeling results?

(2) How accurate and valid are GPT-4 sentiment classifications when comparing to human experts’ and lexicon-
based sentiment analysis?

In this study, we employ a multi-faceted analytical approach, integrating thematic and sentiment analysis executed
by both human coders and NLP approaches, including GPT-4, LDA, and lexical-based methods. For Substance Research
Question 1 (SRQ 1), we conceptualize a Resource Equity framework, which informs our expert-derived codebook
for deductive thematic coding. The analysis captures stakeholder conversations around pivotal topics such as data
accessibility, governance, anti-racism, and diversity. Our findings also reveal that the prominence of these themes is
closely tied to stakeholders’ job roles, reflecting their direct interactions and concerns within the educational field.

For Substance Research Question 2 (SRQ 2), we delve into the sentiment landscape by categorizing responses into
positive, neutral, and negative sentiments based on stakeholders’ satisfaction levels concerning educational policies
and practices. The sentiment analysis highlights the demand for improvement in accountability, data access, and
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resource allocation. However, it also underscores a recognition and appreciation for the state’s recent advancements in
multilingual education and student support systems, particularly among educators.

In addressing Methodological Research Question 1 (MRQ 1), we assess the efficacy of GPT-4 and LDA in thematic
coding against human-coding, utilizing various metrics for evaluation. Our analysis demonstrates that GPT-4 not only
generally surpasses LDA but also aligns with 77% of the themes identified by human experts. Despite a tendency for
GPT-4 to focus intently on certain codes and occasionally struggle with overlapping themes, our qualitative reviews
of GPT-4’s results indicate it offers novel insights absent from human analysis, suggesting its potential as a valuable
adjunct to human expertise.

For Methodological Research Question 2 (MRQ 2), we explore sentiment analysis through GPT-4, informed by
domain-specific prompt design and benchmarked against human analysis, with the VEDAR lexical-based approach
serving as a comparative tool. While both machine-led analyses exhibit challenges in fully grasping nuanced expressions
of dissatisfaction in stakeholder narratives, GPT-4 successfully mirrors the majority of human-coded sentiments and
exhibits the potential for bringing a fresh perspective for human coders.

In the following sections, we will discuss previous studies that employed computer-assisted methods approaches for
semantic discovery and coding. Then, we will outline the conceptual framework that informed the formation of our
codebook, warranting that the coding process yields results relevant to the policy issue of interest. After describing
the data collection and analysis process, we summarize our findings and discuss both policy and methodological
implications.

2 RELATEDWORK

Automated content analysis methods have made it possible to discover latent themes and understand underlying
sentiments in stakeholders’ narratives about given policies by systematically analyzing large text collections without
massive labor or time investment. Yet, the complexity of human language and domain-specific contexts suggest that
automated content analysis cannot simply replace the nuanced and close reading provided by humans. Without
appropriate guidance and supervision, the outputs of automated text analysis may be incomplete or misleading.
Therefore, as the current technology stands, automatic methods should be thought of as amplifying and supplementing
careful human analysis [24]. Consequently, it is incumbent upon researchers to validate their use of automated text
analysis. In this section, we review related prior work in GPT, traditional NLP approaches in textual analysis, their
performance and limitations, and the unique contributions of our work.

2.1 GPT and Textual Data Analysis

With the advent of LLMs, researchers are rapidly exploring their potential and pitfalls for various tasks. Several studies
have focused on thematic or sentiment analysis of text data using GPT models. By identifying and labeling latent
themes and sentiments in text, GPT can potentially imitate or assist in qualitative analysis, which encompasses both
inductive coding—building theoretical meaning from the text—and deductive coding—applying theoretical concepts to
interpret text [5].

Gao et al. [2023][20] have incorporated GPT-3.5 in the inductive qualitative coding process to inform initial codebook
formation and decision-making, demonstrating the potential for human-AI collaboration within the context of qualitative
analysis. Dai et al. [2023][15] extended this human-AI collaboration to complete the deductive coding process, utilizing
a GPT-informed codebook to code survey responses about music tracks and password management. They evaluated the
machine’s independent coding performance against human coding results, where both machine and human coders
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contributed to the codebook, and reported cosine similarities of 0.89, an average recall of 0.745, and Cohen’s Kappa
(Cohen’s 𝜅) above 0.8 for both datasets. Chew et al. [2023][12] also indicated the feasibility of using GPT-3.5 for assisting
deductive coding. Their study employed 4 publicly available data sets, comprising informal text like social media posts
and formal text like news articles and achieved inter-rater reliability with Gwet’s AC1 ranging from 0.23 to 1.

Sentiment analysis has been performed using GPT with less labor input. Studies of social media posts and website
reviews have shown that GPT-3.5 is capable of understanding sentiment and capturing tones, including sarcasm [7, 28].
Belal et al.’s [2023][7] study demonstrated that GPT-3.5 significantly enhanced the accuracy of three-category sentiment
labeling for soccer tweets, increasing it from 47% to 67%, compared to the widely used lexical-based sentiment analysis
tool, VADER.

However, GPT models tend to focus on certain aspects of the input text, resulting in errors and biases that can be
problematic if these biases and errors systematically correlate with people’s characteristics, such as gender, education,
race and ethnicity, and socioeconomic status [3]. If bias is introduced during the human-AI collaboration of creating
the codebook, it could jeopardize the validity of subsequent analyses using that codebook. In Dai et al.’s research that
utilized a codebook developed through a collaboration between human and GPT, Cohen’s 𝜅 lowered to 0.47 between
GPT and a human coder who was not involved in the codebook’s creation, compared to a value of 0.81 between GPT
with a human coder who was involved. This congruence diminished further to 0.34 when applying the codebook
to data previously unseen by GPT during its training phase. Adaptation of expert-drafted codebooks can mitigate
LLM-generated bias from the inductive coding process and prevent biases in codebooks from affecting the deductive
coding step. Xiao et al. [2023][49] combined an expert-developed codebook with GPT-3 coding to analyze children’s
curiosity-driven questions and suggested the viability of this workflow. They reported Cohen’s 𝜅 of 0.61 for labeling
question complexity and 0.38 for syntactic structure. When comparing interrater reliability between linguistic experts,
the LLM performance showed room for improvement in identifying linguistic concepts (Question Complexity: Cohen’s
𝜅 = 0.88; Syntactic Structure: Cohen’s 𝜅 = 0.90).

Furthermore, LLMs like GPT may not possess all domain-specific knowledge, and their performance also varies
based on the structure and size of the codebook and the type of code. Chew et al. [2023][12] found that when testing
GPT-3.5 for deductive coding, paragraph-length blog posts coded using the most extensive set of codes (28 codes) in a
hierarchical code set derived from concepts had the lowest inter-rater reliability (Gwet’s AC1 = 0.59), compared to news
articles coded with 5 codes (Gwet’s AC1 = 0.85) and water quality reports with 5 codes of technically complex classes
(average Gwet’s AC1 = 0.76). A recent study on GPT-3.5’s semantic annotation of legal texts found lower F1 scores 1

associated with datasets requiring more domain expertise to discern nuances in the text and distinctions between codes
[40]. These weaknesses present risks for deploying GPT’s rapid text processing capabilities in less studied fields to
produce impactful results, which underscores the importance of validating the methods before applying them to inform
policy making in areas like K-12 public education.

Since the release of OpenAI’s latest model, GPT-4, multiple studies have observed improvements in performance and
functionality over the previous models (e.g., GPT-3, GPT-3.5, GPT-3.5-turbo) [25, 33, 42]. Moreover, the performance of
GPT models is intricately linked to the design and phrasing of the prompts they are given [11, 47, 50]. Systematically
designed prompts that specify instructions and tasks for GPT can lead to more accurate and focused responses, reducing
randomness, oversimplification, and overlooked information, particularly in expertise-rich content. Carefully designed
prompts may even mitigate some of the model’s biases [20].

10.54 for the purpose of the public-health system’s emergency response and preparedness statutory and regulatory provisions, compared to 0.86 the types
of contractual clauses.
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Studies on how to enhance information processing using LLMs are proliferating with unprecedented speed. This
paper contributes to the current literature by expanding the investigation to a rarely studied yet high-stakes field.
Methodologically, this study demonstrates a comprehensive procedure for applying GPT-4 to facilitate qualitative
textual analysis, aiming to minimize latent bias and attempt to bridge inherent field-specific knowledge gaps of the
model through a grounded development of the codebook by established conceptual frameworks and domain expertise
in prompt designs.

2.2 Traditional NLP

2.2.1 LDA. In the realm of traditional NLP, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has emerged as a popular tool for the
discovery stage of text analysis by extracting latent themes from texts [27, 30]. Compared to LLMs, LDA maintains
advantages in terms of transparency and interpretability, in addition to having well-documented operating procedures.
The literature has documented a variety of strategies for validating unsupervised textual analysis results. These strategies
often involve: (a) comparing the results with human expert coding of the same data, (b) juxtaposing the results with
alternative data sources concerning the same phenomena, and (c) predicting criterion measures.

For example, Grimmer [2013][23] applied an unsupervised model to analyze senators’ self-presentation to their
constituents and then developed a codebook. A research assistant classified a portion of the documents according to this
codebook, revealing a high correlation of 0.96 between human and computer coding [24]. Similarly, Sun et al. [2019][43]
utilized structural topic modeling to analyze textual data from over two million reform tasks that K-12 public schools in
Washington State had designed and implemented. The results corresponded well with school leaders’ perceptions of
reform priorities gathered through interviews and were significantly associated with reductions in student chronic
absenteeism and improvements in student achievement.

Baumer et al. [2017][6] used grounded theory—an interpretive qualitative method widely used in social science
[21]—and topic modeling to analyze the same survey data. The results show that the two analyses produce some similar
and some complementary insights about the phenomena of interest, in their study, the non-use of social media. This
comparison underscores the potential for future research to investigate mixed computational-interpretive methods that
synergize human coding and computer textual analysis to enhance knowledge discovery in social sciences.

In our study, we initially employed human qualitative coding combined with LDA topic discovery. The outcomes
from the LDA were then used to inform the development of the final version of the codebook. This process included
examining highly representative documents within topics and extracting high-frequency keywords. Additionally, we
assessed the overlapping of LDA’s topic labels between the results of human coding and conducted a comparative
performance analysis for LDA and GPT-4.

2.2.2 Lexical-based Methods. Lexical models represent one of the major approaches for sentiment analysis, with NLTK
VADER being a popular lexical-based algorithm. At the time of its release, it met the benchmarks for state-of-the-
art models [26] and was noted for performing well with short texts, such as social media posts. It adeptly handles
negations, such as “not good,” and adverb modifiers. Although it may not compare to the more recently developed
state-of-the-art models, a recent study that applied seven sentiment analysis tools—Stanford, SVC, TextBlob, Henry,
Loughran-McDonald, Logistic Regression, and VADER—to process social media posts and news articles found that
VADER was still capable of outperforming the others [16]. Nonetheless, like other rule-based classifiers, VADER exhibits
a weaker ability to recognize underlying tones and sarcasm in the absence of non-textual content such as emojis or
social media tags [22, 35].
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3 THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: RESOURCE EQUITY POLICY

Drawing on prior research in educational equity policy [2], we conceptualize a Resource Equity framework that includes
six essential components of educational policies that influence equitable student learning experiences and outcomes in
schools (Figure 1). The “inner circle” of policy strategies that are most proximate to students and have direct impacts on
student learning includes: (1) the diversity and qualifications of school staff (teachers and other adults) who have close
interactions with students in schools; (2) the curriculum and instruction that enable teachers and students to actively
engage with rigorous and culturally relevant learning content; and (3) other types of student support and intervention
programs, such as mental health and social work services, multi-tiered support systems, summer school, and tutoring,
which directly support students outside and around the classroom.

The “outer circle” of support includes (4) school finance that allocates resources to schools to support the offering of
educational services, (5) school governance, leadership and community partnership that determine school decision-making
structure and power dynamics among stakeholders, (6) the data and evidence that either enable or constrain the design,
implementation, and evaluation of all the previous five components, as well as evidence-based accountability for
effective and equitable use of educational resources, and (7) system supports and interventions that include system-level
reforms to better support students with academic and social-emotional needs, such as whole school improvement
efforts. In addition, we acknowledge the (8) culture, climate, and local contexts that constitute the environment for
student and family experiences in- and outside of the school building.

Policy and practices pertaining to each component at each level of the school system and across the hierarchy of
schooling systems are embedded within a continuous cycle of improvement. In this iterative improvement cycle, it is
critical to strategically incorporate stakeholder voices from diverse racial backgrounds, professional experiences, and
geographic locations in the state.

4 DATA AND SAMPLE

4.1 Data Collection: Interview Process

The data for this study comprise 24 interviews with diverse educational policy stakeholders. Our purposeful sampling
strategy was designed to maximize representation based on the following criteria [34, 37]: (a) the level within public
school systems, including classrooms, schools, districts, and the state; (b) geographic locations within the state; (c) roles
of interviewees, spanning system actors at various levels of educational systems and three branches of the government at
the state level, as well as non-system actors such as community organization leaders, advocates, lobbyists, teacher union
representatives, and philanthropic organizational leaders; and (d) characteristics of students and local communities in
terms of race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, language, and homeless populations.

The interviewees were categorized into three primary professional groups: policymakers and administrators (state
legislators, state-level policymakers, and school district administrators), educators (teachers and those in coaching or
mentoring roles), and non-profit sector participants along with advocates (including teacher union representatives,
policy advocates, and community leaders). Interviews were conducted virtually via Zoom, each lasting between 45 to
60 minutes.

We intentionally designed the semi-structured interview questions to be broad, facilitating the emergence of a wide
range of topics or deeper insights [9] (see Online Appendix A.1 for the interview protocol). Interviewees were requested
to provide examples of current state and local policies that they believed most significantly enhance or limit racial
and economic equity in Washington state’s K-12 public education system. We further explored their reasoning and
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Fig. 1. Resources Equity Framework Situated in a Data-Informed Iterative Improvement Cycle

the mechanisms they proposed. Additionally, we solicited their perspectives on access to reliable data and evidence to
support policy development and implementation, as well as their suggestions for iterative policy improvement at the
state and local levels.

4.2 Preprocessing Interview Data

Audio recordings were transcribed into text. Interview data, unlike formal written language from documents or social
media posts, often features loosely structured sentences, with interviewees frequently pausing mid-sentence, using filler
words like “um,” “so,” and “you know,” or switching topics abruptly. Our research assistants meticulously listened to all
24 audio recordings, making necessary corrections to the transcribed texts and sentence structures. After the initial
cleaning process, we compiled the data into a tidy text format, resulting in approximately 1,400 entries (i.e., paragraphs).
Each paragraph encapsulates one complete thought, which may span one or several sentences. Although the text corpus
is not “big” in the computer-assisted textual analysis literature, it provides sufficient data for computational methods
to yield meaningful results without making the iterative human coding process intractable. The dataset also includes
variables such as interviewees’ research identification, demographics, job roles, and job locations.
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5 METHOD: HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTIVE LEARNING

Our methods incorporate multi-stage interactions between human and computer to conduct both qualitative and quan-
titative analysis to examine these four research questions. Figure 2 summarizes the key aspects of the overall workflow,
showing the flow of our proposed framework utilizing human expertise, GPT-4, and traditional NLP approaches for
thematic and sentiment analysis.

Fig. 2. Workflow Diagram

5.1 Codebook Development

5.1.1 First Round of HumanQualitative Coding for Initial Codebook Development. Three qualitative coders, all with
education policy research knowledge and extensive experience working in K-12 schools, participated in the first round
of coding to familiarize themselves with the interview data and to generate an initial codebook. One coder employed a
grounded theory approach, iteratively developing a codebook informed by the Resource Equity framework as stated in
Conceptual Framework section and detailed reading of 10 interview samples. This initial codebook was then used by
three expert coders to code the interview data and conduct qualitative analysis for another study within the larger
project, which confirmed the content validity of our initial codebook and conceptual framework.

5.1.2 LDA. Concurrent with the first round of human qualitative coding, we employed LDA to uncover themes and
patterns through latent semantic analysis of word and phrase probability distributions. The analytical process, including
the selection of the optimal number of topics, topic labeling, and cross-validation, adhered to established practice
guidelines (detailed information on topic modeling analysis can be found in Appendix B). The topics were labeled in
accordance with the Resource Equity framework. To manually validate the themes identified by the topic modeling, we
developed rubrics as detailed in Appendix A.2. This validation involved scrutinizing 20 documents with the highest top
proportions and the 10 most frequently occurring words to interpret the topics’ meaning and coherence. Out of 30
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topics identified, 25 were deemed both theoretically coherent and practically relevant to the policy interests within the
context of Washington State.

5.1.3 Code Refinement and Final Codebook Creation. Subsequently, we integrated the themes from both the human-
developed codebook and the LDA findings to construct the final codebook. The initial codebook was refined with
the help of LDA, which provided more structured code labels and identified high-frequency keywords for the child
codes. The finalized codebook contained eight broad parent codes that reflect the major themes from the stakeholder
interviews and are aligned with our conceptual framework, thereby guarding the content validity of the text analysis
by ensuring its results encompass the concepts pertinent to the policy issue of interest. These parent codes include (1)
culture, climate, and environment; (2) curriculum and instruction; (3) data, evidence, and accountability; (4) governance,
leadership, and community partnership; (5) school finance; (6) staffing resources; (7) student supports and interventions;
and (8) system supports and interventions. Within these parent codes, we created 28 child codes to represent specific
topics of discussion. The codebook, detailed in Appendix A.3, lists parent and child code labels, descriptions, and
keywords.

We opted for topic modeling over LLMs at this juncture for several reasons. Firstly, to avoid the potential biases
inherent in algorithmic coding during the inductive coding phase, as we sought to establish baseline results for
automatic analysis using the codebook. Secondly, the topic classification and labeling with LDA preceded the final
refinements to the codebook; hence, subsequent changes to the codebook did not affect the LDA outcomes. In contrast,
if we incorporated GPT-informed codes into the codebook, those codes would be used for GPT-4 labeling and might
have unduly favored it in thematic analysis. Furthermore, the straightforward interpretability of LDA facilitated
dimensionality reduction of unstructured text data, allowing for model improvement through parameter adjustments.
Although LDA’s simplicity might overlook subtleties that LLMs could capture, our human coders compensated for
this with their nuanced understanding and domain-specific reasoning. Conversely, LLMs could introduce unnecessary
complexity at this stage of pattern discovery, such as computational intensity and potential over-interpretation of text,
making LDA a more appropriate choice for supporting discovery without adding undue complexity.

5.2 Thematic Annotation

5.2.1 Human Thematic Coding as Ground Truth. To ensure the validity and consistency of the human annotation as
the benchmark for evaluating machine-generated results, we conducted two rounds of extensive coding and involved
coders without a machine learning background. Once a codebook was developed, two doctoral research assistants were
trained to annotate the entire interview dataset. These assistants, who were not involved in the codebook development
and who had substantial training in educational policy in Washington state, used the codebook to identify up to three
most salient themes for each paragraph from child codes. If no appropriate child code was applicable, they were to
select the most fitting parent codes.

During the training phase, both coders independently annotated a shared set of 50 paragraphs. They achieved
consensus on over 75% of the coding, with any inconsistencies resolved through discussions aimed at harmonizing code
application. Meetings were instituted to facilitate continuous dialogue, address uncertainties, and promote uniform
coding practices. Having attained a stable inter-rater reliability, they coded the entire corpus and reported no cases of
paragraphs containing more than three themes. The second round of human annotation served as verification. Liu and
Sun, who were familiar with the interview data and the codebook, reviewed and revised the coders’ annotations to
increase alignment with the codebook. This process yielded 0-3 codes for each unit of analysis, with 12% at the parent
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code level and 88% at the child code level. The codes identified by human coders were later used to compare with the
topics assigned by the machine for each document.

We used human annotations to address substantial research questions. For SRQ 1, we analyzed the frequency of topic
appearance during the interviews and further summarized the themes by stakeholders’ job roles. We hypothesized that
teachers and teacher mentors would discuss topics such as staffing resources, recruitment, retention, and professional
development more frequently due to their direct experiences and relevant knowledge. District and state administrators
were expected to focus on issues like school finance and resource allocation, whereas non-profit organizations would
likely emphasize the involvement of parents and communities in policymaking. If the analysis confirmed our hypotheses,
it would add credibility to the human versus machine annotation comparison.

5.2.2 GPT-4 Thematic Annotation. To achieve optimal results from GPT-4, we developed multiple prompts, adjusting
for the number of steps, examples, and instructions. We conducted several rounds of prompt testing using different
parameters, manually reviewing the outcomes and the logic of the responses.

Prompt designs. Building on recent studies in prompt engineering, we designed and tested both zero-shot and
chain-of-thought (CoT) prompts to reflect our double-layered codebook structure [29, 32, 48].

• Zero-shot: use the codebook to label three child and/or parent codes for each document; if no child code works,
only label the parent codes.

• CoT: Step 1: label three parent codes with reasoning; Step 2: label child code within each parent code. If none of
the child code applies, keep the parent code.

The instructions for GPT-4 mirrored those given to human coders, with the additions of study context and GPT’s
role to bridge the information gap between GPT-4 and the coders. For all prompt variations, GPT-4 was specifically
instructed to consider the context of the Washington State K-12 public school system. After extensive testing, we found
that CoT prompts yielded a higher alignment with human annotations (54% for zero-shot vs. 77% for CoT), consistent
with findings that CoT prompts enhance GPT’s performance [29, 48].

GPTAnalysis Settings. GPT-4was set to a temperature of 0.5. GPT temperature is a setting that controls the randomness
of responses, ranging from 0 to 1 with a higher temperature allowing for more varied and creative outputs, while a
lower temperature results in more predictable and conservative answers. Previous studies employing GPT for semantic
annotation often selected a temperature of 0 to ensure reproducibility and low randomness (e.g., [12, 15, 49]), albeit
at the cost of limiting GPT’s exploratory capabilities. Since no definitive guideline on temperature setting exists, we
experimented to find the optimal setting for our data. A temperature of 0.5 struck a balance between coherence and
diversity in the GPT generated results, ensuring responses are reasonably predictable and on-topic, while still allowing
for a moderate level of variation [36]. To address concerns about inconsistent results at this higher temperature, we
employed three strategies: providing GPT with detailed task descriptions, verifying reproducibility on a subset of 50
randomly sampled paragraphs, and evaluating the randomness by comparing agreement rates with those calculated from
shuffled labels. Our tests showed over 98% of CoT results were reproducible and the shuffled agreement rates dropped
substantially from 77.89% to 17.89%, indicating that the GPT labels were paragraph-specific rather than randomly
assigned.

We refined the prompt instructions and tested them on randomly sampled data. Upon reviewing the codes and
reasoning from the prompt variants, we selected the CoT prompt format as detailed below:
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prompt_base = f""" Task: As a policy researcher, you’ve been provided with a paragraph extracted from an
interview with an education policy stakeholder. Utilize the provided Codebook (in CSV format) to code the
paragraph. The Codebook comprises four columns: ‘Parent’, ‘Child’, ‘Child_description’, and ‘Key words’.
Steps:
1. Identify Salient Themes:

• Understand the paragraph’s content within the context of the Washington State K-12 public school system.
• Refer to the ‘Parent’ column in the Codebook for broader thematic categories.
• Pinpoint up to three salient themes from these ‘Parent’ categories.
• These themes should highlight the most significant ideas in the paragraph.
• Label the paragraph with the chosen ‘Parent’ themes.

2. Dive into Child Themes:

• The ‘Child’ column in the Codebook lists detailed thematic subcategories, which fall under the broader
‘Parent’ categories.

• The ‘Child_description’ elaborates on the ‘Child’ categories, and the ‘Key words’ column lists pertinent
terms for each ‘Child’ category.

3. Associate with Child Categories:

• Revisit the paragraph, keeping the Washington State K-12 public school system context in mind.
• For each previously identified ‘Parent’ theme, pinpoint the appropriate ‘Child’ subcategories from the

Codebook. The ‘Child_description’ and ‘Key words’ columns can aid your decision.
• Ensure the ‘Child’ categories align with the paragraph’s content. If there’s no fit or you’re uncertain, label

it as ‘None’.
• From your identified ‘Parent’ and ‘Child’ pairs, pick the top three pairs that encapsulate the paragraph’s

central ideas.
• Label the paragraph with these three ‘Parent’ and corresponding ‘Child’ pairs.

Codebook: {codebook}
Paragraph for Analysis: [[[TEXTGOHERE]]]
Response Format: Frame your answer as a JSON object containing the keys: ‘Parent 1’, ‘Child 1’, ‘Parent 2’, ‘Child
2’, ‘Parent 3’, ‘Child 3’, and ‘Reasoning’. """
In this prompt, we divided the annotation task into three parts to facilitate GPT-4’s step-by-step thinking. We provided

the codebook to GPT-4 (codebook text replaced {codebook}) and fed it one paragraph at a time (input paragraph replaced
“TEXTGOHERE”). First, in the predefined context as the specified role, GPT-4 identified three most salient broad themes
for each paragraph only using information in the “Parent” code column of the codebook (𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3). Then, GPT-4
learned columns in the codebook that related to child codes. Subsequently, GPT-4 utilized the learned information from
“Child” code columns to enumerate suitable child codes under selected parent codes (𝑝𝑖𝑐 𝑗 , 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, 𝑗 ∈ {𝑖, ..., 𝑛}).
In this step, we requested GPT-4 to use exemplary high-frequency keywords and found that this request improved
the GPT-4 performance. After attaining a collection of parent-child pairs, we asked GPT-4 to select three pairs of the
most salient themes for the paragraph based on the child code description. If GPT-4 viewed that a given paragraph
did not necessarily contain three Child Codess, it could return “None” to fill in the spot for the absent label. For some
paragraphs, GPT-4 was unable to identify proper child codes, so it followed the instruction to choose parent codes
instead, which mirrored human coders’ thought process and workflow. The output from this prompt gave us up to
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three parent codes and their corresponding child codes, along with GPT-4 reasoning for selecting these codes. Here is
an example of GPT-4 output:
"Theme 1": "Accountability system",
"Theme 2": "Instructional programs",
"Theme 3": "Teacher union, salary, workforce",
"Reasoning": "The paragraph discusses the need for accountability in ensuring equal delivery of instruction across
different regions (north and south side), which corresponds to the ’Accountability system’ theme. It also mentions
the delivery of instruction, which fits the ’Instructional programs’ theme. Finally, the speaker refers to potential
solutions that the union might not accept, which relates to the ’Teacher union, salary, workforce’ theme."

5.2.3 LDA. The LDA results, including topic proportions and topic labels, were obtained prior to the finalization of the
codebook. To harmonize with the structure of human annotation, we assigned three codes to each paragraph based on
the highest topic proportions. These were classified as child code labels. As the machine did not directly assign parent
codes, and because we could only identify labels for 25 out of the optimal 30-topic model, there were three child codes2

from codebook did not appear in the LDA results (as detailed in Appendix B).

5.2.4 Parent and Child Code Level Analysis. The codebook’s hierarchical structure led to an evaluation of machine
performance at both broad (parent code) and specific (child code) theme levels. This involved standardizing annotation
outputs, mapping child codes to parent codes, and removing duplicates, resulting in 0-3 codes at each level per paragraph.
The methodological research questions were addressed by analyzing outcomes using both child and parent codes, where
“original” labels refer to unmodified human or machine-assigned codes, and “parent codes” refer to all parent-level
codes including those mapped from their child codes.

5.3 Sentiment Annotation

5.3.1 Human Sentiment Annotation. Liu and Sun conducted sentiment annotations. To ensure objectivity and content
validity, they closely followed established guidance. They labeled the sentiment expressed in each paragraph as “Positive,”
“Neutral,” or “Negative.” “Positive” labels were assigned when interviewees expressed satisfaction with a policy or
practice, demonstrated improvement from past practices, or identified policies or practices that have enhanced or have
the potential to enhance educational equity. Conversely, “Negative” labels were used when interviewees expressed
dissatisfaction, identified issues or challenges, or demanded improvements. When a document/text merely describes the
fact without expressing either “Positive” or “Negative,” we code it “Neutral.” After establishing common understanding of
the definitions, the two researchers coded the interviews independently and then cross-verified each other’s coding. To
maintain consistency throughout the coding process, the two coders discussed any documents/texts they were unsure of
or had differential coding or understanding to reach consensus. Specific child codes in the codebook, such as “Progressive
funding” and “Tests and inconsistent standards for college readiness and student success,” were recognized as inherently
carrying sentiment in the context of studying policies advancing educational equity. Hence, we hypothesized a higher
occurrence of negative labels associated with “Tests and inconsistent standards for college readiness and students’
success” and a lower frequency of negative labels for “Progressive funding” in the sentiment analysis results. This
difference was anticipated to serve as a verification of the validity check for the sentiment classification.

2Child codes—including data capacity, accountability system, and instructional programs were not identifiable during LDA topic labeling.
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5.3.2 GPT-4 Sentiment Annotation. The prompt for GPT-4 was carefully designed to reflect the task performed by the
human annotators, following the same guidelines:
prompt_base = f""" Act as a policy researcher, you will classify the sentiment in the interviews of educational
policy stakeholders as: “Positive”, “Negative”, or “Neutral”. Here is a statement from a policy stakeholder:
[TextGoHere]
Towarrant “Positive” sentiment, the statement has to: (1) include the interviewee’s satisfaction about an educational
policy (policies) and program(s), or (2) express an enhancement or potential to enhance the quality or equity of
student learning or school system, or (3) identify an improvement from past practice. To warrant “Negative”, the
statement describes the interviewees’ dissatisfactions, or identifies problems/issues/challenges, or suggests areas
needed for further improvement. When the interviewee just states the fact without expressing either positive
or negative sentiment, you can classify as “neutral”. When multiple sentiments are observed in one statement,
identify the most prevailing sentiment. Explain your reasoning for your analysis."""
The output from GPT-4 included the sentiment label and a brief reasoning for assigning that label. Here is an example

output:
"Sentiment": "Negative",
"Reasoning": "The interviewee expresses dissatisfaction with the tendency for teachers to delay teaching linear
equations until February, resulting in a three-month gap in the curriculum. They believe that kids could learn them
anytime with proper scaffolding, implying that the current practice is not effective or efficient. This statement
highlights a problem or challenge in the educational system, warranting a negative sentiment classification."

5.3.3 Lexical-based Sentiment Analysis. We utilized the nltk.sentiment.vader package in Python for lexical-based
sentiment analysis. This tool is one of the commonly used, best-performing lexical-based tools for sentiment analysis
[1, 7, 16]. The interview text was input into the pre-computed algorithm, which then associated words with sentiment
scores and compounded the overall sentiment scores for paragraphs, taking into account negations and intensifiers.
These compound sentiment scores, ranging from -1 (most negative) to +1 (most positive), were then classified into
“Positive,” “Negative,” and “Neutral” sentiment labels based on default cutoffs3. These cutoffs were designed to be
generally effective across various texts, as determined through extensive testing and validation by the developers of the
tool.

5.3.4 Comparing GPT and traditional NLP to Human Coding. We navigated the proposed research questions using
various analyses. For the substance research questions, we applied semantic analysis to explore the underlying themes
and sentiments in the interview data and discovered unique patterns that aligned with the interviewees’ job roles and
responsibilities. The patterns were consistent with our hypotheses, which were derived from education policy literature
and authors’ understanding of WA policy contexts. These findings cast credibility to the human annotation results as
the baseline for assessing the validity of computer-assisted analysis results.

To examine the validity of GPT-4’s thematic and sentiment analysis in the WA state K-12 public education arena,
we conducted systematic evaluations across different dimensions. We assessed thematic agreement using overlap
metrics and compared the machine’s coding with human analysis results using confusion metrics. We then proceeded to
evaluate topic-level alignment between machine and human codings using bootstrapped reliability measures for label
similarities and cosine similarities with tf-idf for text similarities. These measures allowed us to gain a comprehensive
view of the construct and criterion validity of using GPT-4 for text analysis in our domain context.
3Positive: If the compound score is ≥ 0.05. Negative: If the compound score is ≤ -0.05. Neutral: If the compound score is between -0.05 and 0.05.
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6 RESULTS

In this section, we summarize key findings by each research question.

6.1 SRQ 1. What are the key themes that WA stakeholders voiced about the K-12 public school system?

Human-annotated code frequencies (original labels) revealed the primary areas of the WA K-12 public school system
as highlighted by stakeholders during their interviews. Table 1 shows stakeholders’ extensive focus on data related
topics, such as data collection and access, and use of data to help practitioners improve practices and inform policy
making. This also includes issues of data sharing, reporting, transparency, and quality (“Data access, analysis, reporting,
use, quality and transparency”). Beyond data-related concerns, inclusive governance in the K-12 public education
system is one of the central topics, with four of the top five frequent themes related to it. Stakeholders emphasized the
importance of meaningful engagement, such as building relationships and centering voices of the marginalized youth
and families (“Coalition and relationship”) and collaborating with their communities (“Community”). In addition to
bringing marginalized communities actively into the conversation, they also advocated for increasing representation of
these communities in leadership roles (“Leadership in diversity”) to enhance diversity, inclusivity, and anti-racism in the
system. Given that the interviews were situated in the context of the K-12 public school system, it was not surprising
that “Governance, leadership, and community partnership” emerged as a salient topic.

When we disaggregated our analysis by stakeholders’ job roles4, we developed a more nuanced understanding of
the themes. As illustrated in Figure 3, the human annotation results largely indicated the same patterns of thematic
distribution among the three types of stakeholders’ job roles: administrators and policymakers, educators, and non-profit
advocates. On the other hand, these three types of stakeholders voiced unique concerns related to their daily work,
expertise, and lived experience. For example, educators, including teachers and their mentors, concentrated more on
“Staff resources,” such as teacher education for diversifying the teacher workforce (“Diversifying the teacher workforce
and teacher labor market”), and “Student supports and interventions,” including learning opportunities in schools and
access to curriculum programs (“Learning opportunities and programs”). Administrators and policymakers discussed
“School finance” related themes, including “Targeted funds,” “Progressive funding” practices, “Funding formula” revisions,
along with their work around bills and legislative process for educational policies (“Legislation process”). Nonprofit
advocates highlighted governance and community relationships.

6.2 SRQ 2. Which themes did stakeholders recognize as advancing educational equity (positive)?
Conversely, which areas were mentioned as needing improvement or hinder (negative) educational
equity?

The study found that very few areas in the WA state K-12 public education system received a majority of positive
sentiment, which might highlight a need for improvement across many aspects of the system. Figure 4 illustrated the
proportion of positive, negative, or neutral sentiments that WA state K-12 public education stakeholders expressed
within each topic area, as delineated by child or parent codes.

A larger proportion of positive sentiment was expressed about progressive funding. Additionally, stakeholders
commonly acknowledged the efforts and preliminary positive results in student support and interventions, particularly
appreciating the reform of multilingual programs. The reform switched previously adopted late-exit programs, which

4Our data includes three broad job role categories: (1) Administrators/Policymakers: state legislators, other state-level policymakers, school district
administrators; (2) Non-Profit and Advocates: teacher union representatives, policy advocates, and community leaders; (3) Educators: teachers, teacher
coaches or mentors.
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Table 1. Human Label Frequency

Parent Codes (aspects in parent
codes that are not covered by child
codes)

Parent
Code Fre-
quency (%)

Child Codes Child Code
Frequency
(%)

Data, evidence, and accountability 0.32 Data access, analysis, reporting, use,
quality and transparency

9.32

Governance, leadership, and com-
munity partnership

4.64 Coalition and relationship 6.77

Governance, leadership, and com-
munity partnership

4.64 Community 5.89

Governance, leadership, and com-
munity partnership

4.64 Leadership in diversity 5.38

Culture, climate and environment 1.16 Anti-racism 5.06
Staffing resources 0.19 Diversify teacher workforce

(teacher labor market)
4.78

Student supports and interventions 1.11 Learning opportunities and pro-
grams

4.31

Staffing resources 0.19 Mentoring, coaching, and teacher
learning

4.08

Data, evidence, and accountability 0.32 Goals, outcomes, and measures:
Tests, standards, graduation require-
ments

3.57

System supports and interventions* School system support and improve-
ment

3.53

Curriculum and instruction* Curriculum development and in-
structional delivery

3.34

School finance 1.35 Funding formula 3.06
Governance, leadership, and com-
munity partnership

4.64 Legislation process 2.78

Staffing resources 0.19 Teacher union, salary, workforce 2.74
Governance, leadership, and com-
munity partnership

4.64 Local control and district policies
and politics

2.64

Data, evidence, and accountability 0.32 Accountability system 2.55
Student supports and interventions 1.11 Differentiated student strategies 2.5
Student supports and interventions 1.11 Multilingual programs 2.27
Governance, leadership, and com-
munity partnership

4.64 Government relationships 2.18

School finance 1.35 Targeted funds 2.18
Student supports and interventions 1.11 Students’ SEL and health 1.99
Culture, climate and environment 1.16 Trauma at home 1.76
Governance, leadership, and com-
munity partnership

4.64 School board 1.67

School finance 1.35 Progressive funding 1.58
System supports and interventions* Judicial systems 1.58
Curriculum and instruction* Instructional programs 1.44
Data, evidence, and accountability 0.32 Tests and inconsistent standards for

college readiness and students’ suc-
cess

1.16

Data, evidence, and accountability 0.32 Data capacity 1.11
* All parent code frequencies were measured for original labels rather than converted parent codes from
child codes. Parent codes indicated by * were not directly assigned to a paragraph by human coders.
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Fig. 3. Human Labeled Theme Frequency by Stakeholders’ Job Roles

focused on transitioning ELL students from home languages to English, to the multilingualism programs that committed
to honor students’ cultural and linguistic heritage. As a local administrator illustrated:

I think the thing that we have been able to do in that shifting, in that transition, is really clarify our
commitment to bilingualism. And especially for our families who are second language, around that is
your heritage language, that is the language of your ancestors. That is what connects us to who we are
and the generations who came before us, and how important that is.

Such transitions demonstrated WA’s K-12 system’s commitment to equitable learning opportunities, differentiated
support for students with diverse needs, and culturally responsive program design. Nonetheless, stakeholders also
pinpointed persistent issues such as inadequate student social-emotional learning and health support, attributed to
lack of funding and insufficient staff resources—issues that became pronounced during the remote learning mode of
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the COVID-19 pandemic. A representative from a statewide nonprofit organization indicated the dire state of student
mental health resources: “it is important to note the lack of necessary mental health resources for students around the
state [...] and COVID-19 has raised the impact that the mental health crisis have been having on our students due to the
lack of resources available.”

In addition to staff resources, the state’s data, evidence, and accountability system was critiqued for several commonly
recognized concerns. Many stakeholders spoke positively about the volume of data collected and available within the
state data system. However, they highlighted a distinction between data collection and data accessibility, critiquing
the system’s complexity for creating barriers to those lacking data capacity and network connections. Furthermore,
inconsistent standards and outcome measures, coupled with an absent accountability system, led to confusion and gaps
in feedback loops across various aspects of the system. For instance, this lack of clarity adversely affected educators’
ability to deliver an equitable curriculum, as one stakeholder noted, “there should be some accountability that a kid on
the north side is going to get the same delivery of instruction as on that south side. And I think that is still a gray area
for schools.” Additionally, the absence of unified standards and accountability posed challenges in monitoring funding
allocations for state administrators, with one commenting, “when you are looking at funding, we have put in almost
$10 billion in the last 10 years, but there is really no accountability system to that. We still have 23 different accounting
systems that feed into OSPI, and then they have to figure it out.”

Stakeholders’ attention to various areas reflected their roles and responsibilities, leading to divergent perceptions
of the same issues. Compared to their counterparts in other roles, stakeholders from non-profit organizations and
advocacy groups expressed general dissatisfaction with the current practices and policies and called for improvements
in numerous areas. This dissatisfaction often stemmed from the system’s inequitable treatment of marginalized students,
families, and communities. A non-profit representative shared her observation of racial stratification within the system,
recounting an instance where black parents moving into a white community faced discouraging and demeaning
challenges. She recalled a parents-teacher conference where the question posed to the parents was a telling one: “What
makes you qualify?” She stressed that “we cannot just ask black and brown people to enter spaces like that without
some pretty intense incentive.”

These barriers impacted not only community and family access to the system but also influenced decisions related to
the recruitment and retention of teachers of color. This caught the attention of state administrators aiming to diversify
the teacher workforce and of representatives of teachers of color. Institutional and systemic racism led to a situation
where, as an administrator acknowledged, “there are very few teachers that stay for longer than five years. And a lot
of them are exhausted. And a lot of the folks that we talk to, they leave because they do not want to be in the racial
trauma of being in the school building, educating our kids and trying to decolonize the educational curriculum at the
same time.”

Educators recognized the limitations of policies concerning teacher unions, salaries, and the workforce. They also
articulated a need for policies and practices to be designed and implemented with the aim of supporting students’
academic and social-emotional learning. Furthermore, practitioners suggested that the goals of such policies should be
evaluated during implementation, rather than simply requiring compliance under the umbrella of local district control
or complex government relationships. As one educator put it, “I know that a couple of years ago the district came out
with an equity policy. I think what is very interesting is how that actually plays out in leadership in classrooms. It felt
like a very formal or not formal, but just like a checkbox. We did the thing, we wrote the thing we are going to abide by
these policies that are very vague and not very specific.”
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Fig. 4. Human Labeled Sentiment by Stakeholders’ Job Roles

6.3 MRQ 1. How accurate and valid are GPT-4 labels of key themes when comparing to human experts’
labels and traditional topic modeling results?

6.3.1 Evaluation for GPT-4 Thematic Analysis. To evaluate the overlap between machine and human coding, we
calculated hit rates, which measured the percentage of machine-labeled themes that corresponded with human-labeled
themes. Table 2 illustrates that, on average, approximately 78% of GPT-4 annotated child codes matched those annotated
by humans for each paragraph. Given that up to three child codes were assigned to each paragraph, these results
indicate a significant overlap at child code level about detailed themes, with GPT-4 and human coders identifying
at least two identical themes per paragraph. The LDA approach also demonstrated a high rate of overlap, aligning
with human annotations for more than half of the child codes. Hit rates for both computer-assisted methods increased
when comparing the broad themes (parent codes). In particular, GPT-4 parent code labels nearly fully cover the human
experts’ coded parent codes.
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Table 2. Comparison of Agreement and Confusion Matrix Metrics

Agreement Metrics (Child codes) Confusion Matrix Metrics (Parent codes)

% Hit rates % Shuffled hit rate Precision Recall F-Score % Hit rates % Shuffled hit rate Precision Recall F1-Score

GPT-4 vs. Human 77.89 17.89 0.33 0.63 0.42 96.02 56.67 0.52 0.87 0.62
LDA vs. Human 60.65 13.66 0.23 0.38 0.27 76.13 47.80 0.43 0.64 0.49

To address potential randomness in GPT-4 outputs when the temperature setting is higher than 0, we calculated
shuffled hit rates by comparing machine annotations for a paragraph with human annotations from another randomly
selected paragraph. This approach aimed to determine whether the computer-assisted methods might assign randomly
generic themes. As shown in column 3 of Table 2, the decrease in shuffled hit rates suggest that both GPT-4 and LDA
were capable of discerning paragraph content and assigning labels based on specific content. To test the robustness of
our evaluation to different evaluation metrics, we also calculated Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficients, Sørensen-Dice
coefficients, and Jaccard similarity indices. The results of these measures, presented in Appendix C Table 6, are consistent
with our findings in Table 2 that GPT-4 surpassed LDA in accuracy for both child and parent level annotations.

Furthermore, we assessed GPT-4’s annotation performance using measures derived from the confusion matrix.
Notably, at both the child and parent code levels, GPT-4 and LDA exhibited high recall rates compared to precision.
This implies that machine-annotated false negatives were uncommon, whereas false positives were more frequent.
In other words, themes identified by human coders were likely to be recognized by the machines, but not all themes
suggested by the machines were confirmed by the human annotators. The relatively low precision could result from
the different output formats in that: human coders could choose between zero to three labels per paragraph flexibly;
in contrast, the algorithms constrained the LDA to always assign three themes and GPT-45 to identify three salient
themes in most cases. Therefore, machine annotations naturally included more labels, leading to an increase in false
positives. Nevertheless, the high recall rates confirmed claims from agreement metrics, illustrating that GPT-4 was
adept at capturing human-identified themes and outperformed LDA in this respect. Additionally, the low precision
might indicate that GPT-4 was able to uncover nuances in text analysis that had not been detected by human coders.

The agreement metrics and confusion matrix indicators present a comprehensive view of the overall performance
of GPT-4 and LDA. Our interview data consisted of loosely structured but context-rich and information-dense texts,
which featured multiple themes. Consequently, machines’ performance varied across different thematic contents. We
applied bootstrapped Cohen’s 𝜅, AUC, and cosine similarity with tf-id to capture the differentiation on a code-wise
level. To adapt these measures for binary classifications to our multi-label classification scenario, we transformed the
current data using one-hot encoding [14]. Subsequently, we generated a binary dataset where each row represented a
paragraph and each column corresponded to a code. A cell was assigned a value of 1 if the paragraph was associated
with the code in that column, and 0 otherwise. Using 100 bootstrapped iterations, we obtained Cohen’s 𝜅 , AUC values,
and corresponding 95% confidence intervals for each code by comparing human and machine annotations.

Cohen’s 𝜅 , which accounts for the probability of chance agreement [13], was used to measure the inter-rater reliability
between the computer-assisted models and human coding. Due to the nature of the interviews, where each theme
constituted only a small part of the conversation, zeros were more frequent than ones, leading to an imbalanced dataset.
In such cases, Cohen’s 𝜅 is considered more robust than accuracy. As indicated in Table 3, GPT-4 generally outperformed
LDA on average, at individual parent code level, and for the majority of child codes (Appendix C Figure 11-14). The

5Our prompt instructed GPT-4 to identify the three most salient themes, except in cases where there were not enough suitable themes available.
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Table 3. Bootstrapped Performance Metrics

Bootstrapped Performance Metrics (Child codes) Bootstrapped Performance Metrics (Parent codes)

Accuracy Cohen’s 𝜅 AUC Accuracy Cohen’s 𝜅 AUC

GPT-4 vs. Human 0.9069 0.3738 0.7489 0.7975 0.4570 0.7948
(95% CI: 0.9042, 0.9088) (95% CI: 0.3644, 0.3758) (95% CI: 0.7383, 0.7596) (95% CI: 0.7879, 0.8053) (95% CI: 0.4551, 0.4605) (95% CI: 0.7820, 0.8059)

LDA vs. Human 0.8948 0.1862 0.6307 0.7607 0.2928 0.6761
(95% CI: 0.8921, 0.8971) (95% CI: 0.1850, 0.1899) (95% CI: 0.6200, 0.6407) (95% CI: 0.7536, 0.7679) (95% CI: 0.2903, 0.2987) (95% CI: 0.6606, 0.6878)

average Cohen’s 𝜅 at the child level was comparable to deductive coding using an expert-informed codebook in
linguistics [49] and was better than deductive coding using a GPT-informed codebook for an open-access dataset [15].

Our parent-level statistics showed even better performance. When comparing GPT-4 to human annotations for
each code, Cohen’s 𝜅 exceeded 0.4 for five parent codes and surpassed 0.7 for two parent themes “Staffing resources”
and “School finance.” Although Cohen’s 𝜅 for LDA and human annotations for child codes ranged between 0-0.5, the
agreement on the theme of “Data access, analysis, reporting, use, quality, and transparency” exceeded 0.6, outperforming
the agreement between GPT-4 and human for this theme. For the remaining child codes, GPT-4 demonstrated higher
concordance with human annotations than LDA, especially for themes such as “Multilingual programs,” “Diverse
teacher workforce (teacher labor market),” and “Teacher union, salary, and workforce.” Similar patterns were observed
in the codewise AUC, which measures a machine’s ability to differentiate true positives from false positives for a theme
and is unaffected by data imbalance (see Appendix C Figure 15-18).

We then compared machine and human coding at text level. Figure 5 illustrated a high text similarity for both GPT-4
vs. human and LDA vs. human. Cosine similarities calculated using tf-idf6 are above 0.97 for all parent codes and above
0.94 for 24 child codes (see Appendix C Figure 19-21 for zoomed-in figures with code labels). For the majority of child
codes and all parent codes, GPT-4 outperformed LDA in this measure, suggesting a closer alignment between GPT-4
and human coding. Notable exceptions included the child codes “Progressive funding,” “Judicials system,” and “Tests
and inconsistent standards for college readiness and students’ success,” where GPT-4’s performance was not superior.
Moreover, LDA exhibited higher text similarity than GPT-4 for the child code “Data access, analysis, reporting, use,
quality, and transparency.” Although “Multilingual programs” achieved the highest agreement between machine and
human among all child codes based on both Cohen’s 𝜅 and the Area Under the Curve (AUC), it did not rank highest for
text similarity.

Summarizing all the evaluations, it appears that GPT-4 is capable of identifying themes from context-rich interview
data, despite the complexity of the tasks posed by the hierarchical structure of our codebook and the large number of
codes. GPT-4 recognized the same themes that were identified by human coders and also picked up on themes that were
not selected by human coders. These deviations could potentially enrich the human interpretation of the text, adding
nuance to the semantic analysis. However, agreement varied significantly across different themes. In general, GPT-4
performed better at identifying broader themes (parent codes) than more specific themes7 (child codes), and was more
adept at recognizing less domain-specific themes than more domain-specific ones8. Across both child and parent code
levels, GPT-4 substantially outperformed LDA on average, although LDA might be more suitable for certain specific
themes.

6tf-idf adjusted for weights for terms to lift the unique terms in a class and downweight universal terms across multiple classes.
7Higher agreement on themes that are less domain specific, including multilingual programs; diversity teacher workforce; teacher union, salary workforce;
funding formula; school board; data access, analysis, reporting, use, quality, and transparency.
8Low agreement on themes that are more domain specific themes , including “Progressive funding,” “Local control and district policies and politics,” “Data
capacity,” “Trauma at home,” “Instructional programs.”
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Fig. 5. Codewise Cosine Similarity between NLP Thematic Results and Human Coding Results
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6.3.2 Qualitative Review for Differences between GPT-4 and Human Thematic Analyses. For thematic analysis using
GPT-4, we categorized themes by stakeholders’ job roles and summarized the findings. Unlike the uniform patterns of
topic distribution among these three types of stakeholders’ job roles revealed by human coding as shown in Figure 3, the
GPT-4 results presented in Figure 6 displayed a distinct topic distribution for educators. Specifically, educators focused
extensively on themes such as “Anti-racism” and “Trauma at home” within the “Culture, climate, and environment”
category, as well as on “Community,” “Student supports,” and “School supports.” These prevalent themes were consistent
with our hypothesized focal areas based on educators’ daily responsibilities, which further cast confidence in the utility
of GPT-4 coding.

Fig. 6. GPT-4 Labeled Theme Frequency by Stakeholders’ Job Roles

However, the theme “Local control and district policies and politics” was notably absent from educators’ narratives.
Considering that the parent category of this child theme remained a significant topic among educators, we propose
three potential explanations for this omission. First, the informal expertise that human coders utilized during coding
may not have been fully captured in the child code description in the codebook. Second, the definition of this child
code, which encompassed district-level decision-making and engagement with partners, as well as accountability and
compliance under local control, might have been too nuanced for the LLM to discern, particularly in differentiating it
from other child codes under the same parent category. Third, the plethora of codes provided may have overwhelmed
GPT-4, preventing it from consistently attending to all codes. For instance, one educator’s statement — “In terms of local
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policies, something that can be limiting is the emphasis on compliance. I was a teacher in the district, and then I left for
several years, and then I came back as a professiona—development specialist around English learners [...]”—clearly fell
under this code and its definition but was not accurately labeled by GPT-4.

Moreover, compared to the frequency of human coding, GPT-4 identified the “Culture, climate, and environment”
category more frequently. Given that our interviews focused centrally on the evidence for equity in WA K-12 public
education, it is not surprising that themes such as “Anti-racism” were prominent in the discussions. GPT-4 seemed
to detect nuances that had been overlooked by human coders. For example, one interviewee discussed changes in
student demographics in programs for highly capable and gifted students, hinting at increased opportunities for
nonwhite-middle-class students. GPT-4 recognized the inherent anti-racism tone in this statement. Nonetheless, GPT-4
also tended to overgeneralize broader themes because it lacked the ability to prioritize themes selectively, as human
coders do by choosing fewer than three themes. Additionally, GPT-4 struggled to distinguish between codes with
overlapping meanings under the same parent categories, resulting in some instances where themes human coders
identified as “Progressive funding” were labeled as “Targeted funding” by GPT-4, inflating the latter’s frequency.

In conclusion, GPT-4 demonstrated proficiency in identifying underlying themes in our interview data. The results
also suggest that human coders and LLMs can be complementary, with humans providing the priority, specificity and
expertise needed for detailed analysis and judgment, while GPT-4 uncovers embedded meanings that may be overlooked
by human analysis.

6.4 MRQ 2. How accurate and valid are GPT-4 sentiment classifications when comparing to human
experts’ and lexicon-based sentiment analysis?

6.4.1 Evaluation for Sentiment Analysis. The confusion matrices in Table 4 indicate that GPT-4 aligned more closely
with human sentiment labels than the lexical-based VADER. VADER notably overstated the positive sentiment in the
text. Although the default settings of VADER, which were used, had been tested and validated by its developers for a
variety of contexts, they may not have adapted well to the domain-specific language in educational policy and failed to
identify the underlying dissatisfactory sentiments embedded in stakeholders’ descriptions of programs and policies.
Evidently, GPT-4 performed better at identifying the sentiment, aligning with human judgment in 58% of the corpus,
especially for “understanding” the expressions of satisfaction, the potential for enhancing equity, and compliments on
improvements. However, GPT-4 tended to overestimate sentiment. A significant divergence was observed between
human perceptions and GPT-4 classifications when distinguishing “Negative” sentiment from “Neutral,” which impeded
the machine’s overall performance. Humans might be more adept at detecting challenges and demands for improvement
that were conveyed in the narratives. The inter-rater reliability between human coder and GPT-4 was moderate as
measured by Cohen’s 𝜅 in the last column of Table 4. Cohen’s 𝜅 for sentiment analysis showed variability in previous
studies, with agreement levels differing even among human annotators. For example, Takala et al.[2014][44] reported
that some pairwise agreement varied from 0.62 to 0.90 and Cohen’s 𝜅 varied from 0.41 to 0.80 between experienced
human annotators using the three-category sentiments on a common set of economy news stories.

6.4.2 Qualitative Review for Differences between GPT-4 and Human Sentiment Analysis. Similar to the findings from
thematic analysis, the agreement between GPT-4 and humans varied by theme. Figure 7 suggests that areas with more
direct connections to equity tended to have higher agreement levels, as stakeholders could more clearly articulate
their opinions on whether a given practice or policy was equity-enhancing or limiting. The more explicit illustrations
resulted in easier sentiment capture by the machine. For example, when mentioning the judicial system, stakeholders
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Table 4. Lexicon Performance Metrics Comparison

GPT-4→ Lexicon→ Performance Metrics

Human ↓ Positive Negative Neutral Positive Negative Neutral Accuracy Cohen’s 𝜅

Positive 218 4 20 215 11 16 GPT-4 vs.Human 0.58 0.38
Negative 71 322 162 347 151 57 LDA vs. Human 0.31 0.09
Neutral 31 31 215 405 64 43

often clearly demanded more equitable disciplinary practices. GPT-4 could accurately identify the negative tone in
those statements, such as “You will see native kids getting suspended in detention more often than not than their peers.
And that comes back to the things that we already talked about. they are seen as problematic or some behavior that
they are doing, their peers doing, they do not even blink twice at this brown kid, and like, nope.”

Fig. 7. Percentage of GPT-4 Sentiment Annotation Agree with Human Annotation by Themes

GPT-4 struggled to distinguish mixed feelings, leaning toward neutral rather than negative. For instance, an educator’s
statement on learning standards, “I do not even know where I stand, really, on common core standards. I like the idea
of standards. I think that does help deliver a more equitable curriculum to students. but I think they are still fuzzy
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enough that it just simply does not happen. I know it does not happen,” initially acknowledges the positive aspects
of learning standards but then y dismisses their effective implementation. In this case, the educator did not indicate
satisfaction or improvement over past practices, while highlighting the gap between optimistic intent of the policy
and its inefficacious real-world implementation. Consequently, human coders labeled the sentiment as “Negative.” In
contrast, GPT-4 recognized the mixed emotions but it was prone to “Neutral” classification because “while they like the
idea of standards and believe it can deliver a more equitable curriculum, they also mention that the standards are still
fuzzy and not effectively implemented. The statement does not clearly lean towards a positive or negative sentiment,
making it neutral.” Although the analyses from human coders and GPT-4 were similar, human coders utilizing their
domain knowledge could discern the underlying negative emphasis by understanding the logic in the paragraph. Such
expressions of mixed feelings, addressing the deviation from policy intentions and implementation outcomes were
more common in the areas like programs and curriculum, funding and accountability, and outcome measures. In these
areas, GPT-4 tended to be more optimistic compared to human coders.

One advantage of GPT-4 lies in its approach to analyze each paragraph independently, unlike human coders who
were labeling with their preconceived notions about a given educational issue. This indicates the double-edged sword of
human domain knowledge or understanding of the background in coding interview texts. In contrast, the detachment
of machine from any lived experience or prior knowledge allowed GPT-4 to focus solely on the current paragraph,
bringing a fresh perspective that uncovered sentiments in descriptive narratives. In a self-introduction paragraph, an
interviewee described his job responsibilities as “I also work a lot with data and digital data systems, so we can get
data entered or assumes students digitally when it is appropriate and then the platforms that can bring all that data
together so we can use it and integrate it and have it available at our fingertips and make better decisions for student
learning.” GPT-4 recognized the satisfaction with the use of data and digital data systems in education and classified
this paragraph as a positive expression, while human coders deemed it a neutral description.

In conclusion, while human coders are better at logical reasoning for differentiating more nuanced sentiment intensity,
GPT-4 also has its unique advantage of independent evaluation for each paragraph and uncovering implicit emotions,
particularly in descriptive narratives. These distinct capabilities suggest that human and GPT-4 can complement each
other in sentiment analysis to combine domain expertise with fresh perspectives.

7 DISCUSSION

In the Washington state K-12 public school system, stakeholders have shown common interests and concerns, while
also giving more attention to the areas most relevant to their job roles and responsibilities. LLMs hold great potential for
identifying these specific areas along with the associated interests or concerns. This is one of the first studies to examine
the potential of the current most advanced LLMs—represented by GPT-4—to facilitate highly domain-specific and
context-dependent textual data analysis to facilitate high-stake decision-making. Our dual substance and methodological
inquiries in this study have several implications for both educational policy for advancing racial and economic equity,
and the potential promises and pitfalls of using LLMs.

Different stakeholder groups—educators, administrators and policymakers, and non-profit advocates—showed
unique thematic focuses in the realm of educational policy. This diversity in thematic emphasis reflects the unique
perspectives and priorities of each group. Educators predominantly concentrated on diversifying the teacher workforce
and enhancing student supports, underscoring a direct engagement with the educational process. School administrators
and policymakers, on the other hand, were more concerned with school finance and legislative processes, indicating a
focus on the structural and regulatory aspects of education. Non-profit representatives brought attention to governance
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and community issues, highlighting the broader social context in which education operates. The varied thematic focuses
suggest the need for a multi-faceted approach to educational policy analysis that takes into account the diverse priorities
and perspectives of all stakeholders involved.

Our findings in sentiment analysis show positive sentiments were predominantly directed towards “Progressive
funding” and reforms in student support, particularly highlighting the value of “Multilingual programs” in preserving
students’ cultural and linguistic heritage. This positive outlook underscores a growing recognition of the importance of
cultural inclusivity in education. Conversely, the analysis also identified significant challenges, especially in areas like
social-emotional and mental health support, which have been further exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. Another
notable concern raised in the analysis is the need for policymakers to prioritize diverse voices in decision-making
processes. This includes balancing resource allocation, enhancing inclusivity, and extending community engagement to
address the unique needs and perspectives of various groups within the education system. These challenges present
barriers to achieving educational equity. For instance, limited resources hinder comprehensive support for students’
diverse needs. The impact of these barriers extends beyond student access to also influence teacher recruitment and
retention, particularly for teachers of color. Stakeholders’ sentiments underscore the necessity for more nuanced
and responsive educational policies that emphasize the voices and experiences of those most directly involved in the
educational process, such as students, teachers, and community members.

Methodologically, GPT-4 demonstrates the large potential of LLMs to assist with analyzing large corpora of data in a
timely manner to facilitate domain-specific decision making in educational policy, especially in recognizing broader
themes (parent codes). For example, it effectively identified broad themes at the parent code level and the majority of
specific themes at the child code level. Besides its excellent performance in identifying themes with clear focal points,
like “Multilingual programs” and “Data access, analysis, reporting, and use,” GPT-4 was capable of capturing nuances
within broader themes like “Legislation process.” Compared to traditional NLP approaches, such as LDA for thematic
analysis and lexical-based sentiment analysis, LLMs have performed exceedingly well in various aspects. LLMs, to some
extent, “understand” the nuances of language and domain-specific contexts, which traditional LDA or lexical-based
analyses are not equipped to handle. This suggests that GPT-4’s advanced natural language processing capabilities
make it well-suited for capturing overarching themes in educational policy discussions.

GPT-4 can complement human expertise in that (a) it can discover nuances overlooked by human coders and (b)
keep objective and consistent coding schema without being biased by human’s implicit and unconscious influence from
their lived experiences, prior knowledge or cognitive tiredness during the coding. For example, GPT-4 captured nuances
in stakeholder discussions about equity related to themes of “Anti-racism” and “Trauma at home,” which were not
initially picked up by human coders. Nonetheless, the metric measurements do not fully capture GPT-4’s performance.
A meticulous review of GPT-4’s coding output, in comparison with human coders, suggests that the discrepancies
between the two sets of results cannot be solely ascribed to GPT-4’s errors, revealing that GPT-4 identified child themes
and sentiments often align with the text and added nuances in addition to those selected by human coders. Thus, GPT-4
could effectively complement human coding in both thematic and sentiment analysis. This observation is consistent
with prior research; for instance, Liang et al. [2023][31] noted that GPT-4’s generated peer review feedback focused on
specific aspects of scientific feedback. Moreover, in their survey, over half of the authors whose papers were reviewed
by GPT-4 found its feedback helpful or very helpful, and 82.4% deemed it more beneficial than feedback from some
human reviewers.

Additionally, LLMs offer a significant advantage in terms of time efficiency. Human qualitative coding can be labor-
intensive; for example, in the initial round using ground theory, three expert coders devoted approximately 20 hours
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weekly over three months (about 720 hours in total) to complete all coding tasks. This process is also susceptible to
the conceptual and subjective biases of the researchers. Collaboration with computational tools markedly reduces the
time required for coding. In the subsequent round of human coding with an NLP-informed codebook, two research
assistants managed to familiarize themselves with the data and codes and complete the coding in a combined total of 42
hours. Including codebook development, the second stage took approximately 60 hours, a mere fraction of the time
spent in the first stage. The use of LLM, specifically GPT-4, further decreased the time required, completing the coding
in just 6 hours and introducing new insights into thematic discovery. Therefore, while recognizing the strengths and
limitations of LLMs, a synergistic approach between LLMs and human expertise in textual analysis can enhance both
efficiency and accuracy.

However, we learned that the performance of LLMs is sensitive to the nature of prompts, varying with domain
intensity and depending on the clarity of code descriptions. Prompts that incorporate extensive domain knowledge
can help bridge the information gaps evident in current LLMs. The content validity of LLMs in aiding domain-specific
data analysis relies on integrating domain knowledge into prompt development, which includes the codebook to
be incorporated into the prompt. Although human’s domain knowledge and lived experience may lead to bias and
inconsistent implementation of coding schema, they ensure and verify the validity of LLMs and serve as an invaluable
form of informal expertise that enriches LLMs’ judgment.

Moreover, human experts are adept at capturing nuances that LLMs may overlook. GPT-4 showed a tendency to
overgeneralize themes, lacking the selective prioritization that human experts exhibit. Notably, GPT-4 performed well
in identifying broader themes (parent codes) with an F1 score of 62%, which is higher than previous studies using
similar technologies. However, its performance was less effective at the more specific child code level, struggling to
differentiate between closely related sub-themes within the same broader categories. This issue suggests the need for
more detailed descriptions in the codebook or prompts to improve LLMs’ precision. Furthermore, GPT-4 might omit
information while coding, possibly due to our codebook being overly substantial for its understanding, indicating a
potential area for refinement in future research methodologies. We recommend future work to explicitly direct the
model to consider all available options before producing results, add more iterations with examples, or conduct multiple
analyses on subsets of the data or codebook (e.g., identify the top layer (parent codes) then bottom layer (child codes)).
Therefore, human experts remain indispensable throughout the analytical process.

8 CONCLUSION

This study explored the potential of LLMs as a tool for uncovering themes and sentiments embedded in the narratives
from stakeholders in Washington K-12 public education. Our study revealed the need for a comprehensive approach to
facilitate decision-making that takes into account the diverse priorities and perspectives among stakeholders across
different facets of the educational landscape to produce responsive education policies. We conceptualized a resource
equity framework, from which we derived a hierarchical structured codebook consisting of 8 parent codes and 28 child
codes. Combined with carefully designed prompts, GPT-4 successfully identified the majority of themes (77.89%) at
the child code level that were also identified by human coders and performed exceedingly well at the parent code
level, with a 96.02% overlap with human coders. For sentiment analysis, GPT-4 outperformed the lexical-based method,
accurately identifying sentiment in 58% of the paragraphs. Most importantly, it provided novel perspectives on many
texts, which were not identified by human experts. The thematic and sentiment analyses have demonstrated GPT-4’s
potential in educational policy studies to analyze stakeholders’ lived experiences and inform policymaking. Despite
these promising results, LLMs are not yet capable of performing such analyses independently. Human domain-specific
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expertise remains crucial throughout the process for guidance and as a quality checker, since the risks such as neglect,
difficulty in making fine distinctions, and a tendency for overgeneralization still need to be addressed. Policymakers
and researchers should be cognizant of the limitations of LLMs as analytical tools, especially in terms of capturing the
specificities of domain-specific meanings. Therefore, a balanced approach that combines the efficient thematic analysis
capabilities of LLMs with the nuanced understanding of human coders can lead to more comprehensive and inclusive
educational policy analysis that attends the varied needs and priorities of all stakeholders.
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A CODEBOOK ESTABLISH

A.1 Interview Protocol (45 minutes)

Background Questions (5 mins)
1. Could you please briefly describe your role, your primary responsibilities, and how long you have been in your

current role?
2. How do you define racial and economic equity in education? What are the specific equity-related goals you/your

organization are striving to achieve?

Current Policies (15 mins)
[We will need to do some background study of inter- viewee’s work before the interview]
3. From your work and based on your perspective, can you offer 1 or 2 examples of current state and/or local policies

that you think most enhance racial and economic equity in the Washington State public education system?
[Probe] Why and how do you think this policy/strategy has enhanced racial and eco- nomic equity?
[If you sense the interviewees have expertise to comment on any of the following, please probe:]

• (3.1) In terms of school finance, can you think of ways that state and local policies enhance racial and economic
equity?

• (3.2) In terms of school governance, can you think of ways that state and local decision-making structures and
processes enhance equity?

• (3.3). In terms of teacher resources, can you think of ways that current policies promote racial and economic
equity?

4. From your work and based on your perspective, can you offer 1 or 2 examples of current state and/or local policies
that you think most limit racial and economic equity in the Washington State public education system?

[Probe] Why and how do you think this policy/strategy has limited racial and eco- nomic equity?
[If you sense the interviewees have expertise to comment on any of the following, please probe:]

• (4.1) In terms of school finance, what factors hinder the equitable distribution of resources across groups of stu-
dents based on race and income? How could the state more equitably distribute resources across geographically
regions?

• (4.2) In terms of school governance, how do current policies or processes hinder collaboration to promote
equity?
The relationship between the teacher union and school district is also critical for school governance. Could you
also comment on how to build a better rela- tionship between these two parties?
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• (4.3). In terms of teacher resources, do you experience teacher shortage? in what aspects (e.g., ELL, special edu,
STEM)?
What are the major barriers for recruiting and retaining effective teachers, particularly teachers of color?

5. We know that COVID-19 has brought devastation to many communities. But we also know that changes of this
magnitude present opportunities. Are there any op- portunities to advance racial and economic equity that you see as
we “build back” from COVID-19?

Information Gaps (15 mins) [This next set of questions focuses on current information gaps in the state.]
6. In the context of your work, do you feel that you have access to reliable information or data that you need to

effectively do your job?
[if yes]
- Which resource/s do you consult most frequently?
- What do you find most helpful about that resource/those resources?
[if no]
- What kind of information could better support policy development/implementation?
[if you sense the interviewees have expertise to comment on any of the following, please probe:]

• (6.1) Are there specific knowledge gaps around school finance that are limiting actions that can advance racial
and economic equity?

• (6.2) Are there specific knowledge gaps around school governance that are limiting actions that can advance
racial and economic equity?

• (6.3) Are there specific knowledge gaps around teacher distribution/shortages that are limiting actions that can
advance racial and economic equity?

Potential Improvements (15 mins).
7. In the context of your work, can you think of any specific information, data or tools that could help you make

better informed decisions?
[probe] in your view, who in the state is in the best position to take lead in generating and distributing that

information/data or developing that tool?

A.2 Rubrics and Procedures for Rating Topic Coherence

Step 1: Preparation. Using the STM visualization graph, select at least 20 tasks that have the highest proportion loaded
on one given topic. Start with the highest proportional ones, then read through the statement of tasks, synthesize key
ideas across the tasks, and label each topic.

Step 2: Use the last column in the attached template in the spreadsheet to record your summary (or 2–3 key words) of
the exemplary document you are reading. This helps you to clearly apply the rubrics below and keep track of documents
you have reviewed.

Step 3: Rate topic coherence using the following metrics for the extent to which the topic is coherent.
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On a 4-point scale: 4 = a great deal; 3 = moderate; 2 = little; 1 = none

• 4 = a great deal: It is easy for me to find one coherent latent construct for this topic. The label emerges
from the exemplary documents coherently.

• 3 = moderate: The topic contains 2–3 latent constructs; however, they are closely related. I am still able to
come up with one label to summarize almost all exemplary documents.

• 2 = little: The topic contains more than 2 latent constructs that are somewhat connected. I manage to
come up with a label, but it only summarizes a portion of the exemplary texts well.

• 1 = none: The documents under this topic are largely random, with no clear relationships.

Step 4: Record your rationales for (a) the label you have created; and (b) the topic coherence rating you have given.

A.3 Final Version of Codebook with Agreement Ratings

Table 5. Final Version of Codebook with Agreement Ratings

Topic #
from LDA

Parent Child Child_description Agreed rat-
ing

Key words

23 Culture, climate
and environment

Trauma at home Struggling home and
family experiences of
children of high poverty
and of color negatively
influence their school
learning and gradua-
tion pathways post pan-
demic

4 bad, kid, children, home,
school, family, grade,
covid-19, hispanic,
pandemic, third, rate,
happen, stop, num-
ber, class, get, year,
somebody, want

14 Culture, climate
and environment

Anti-racism Talking about white-
ness, success, and anti-
racism

3 pull, white, child, suc-
cess, stay, built, job, in-
dic, keep, whole, four,
barrier, story, middle,
racial, ago, pretty, feel,
understand, day

None Curriculum and
instruction

Instructional pro-
grams

AP/IB courses, college
classes/credits in high
school, special educa-
tion programs, bilingual
programs, ethnic stud-
ies

Equity, Students,
School, District, Pol-
icy, Data, Programs,
Honors, Course, AP,
IB, State, Access,
Advanced, Highly Ca-
pable, College, Racial,
Learning, Services,
Practices.
Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page

Topic #
from LDA

Parent Child Child_description Agreed rat-
ing

Key words

13 Curriculum and
instruction

Curriculum devel-
opment and in-
structional deliv-
ery

School curriculum de-
velopment and instruc-
tional delivery, specially
including culturally re-
sponsive teaching and
equitable pedagogical
practices that influence
students’ experience in
the classroom

3 online, teach, taught,
teacher, high, learn,
class, middle, science,
elementary, experience,
student, day, next,
sit, first, nothing, life,
school, potential

11 Data, evidence,
and accountabil-
ity

Data access, anal-
ysis, reporting,
use, quality and
transparency

Data collection, access,
analysis, and use to
help practitioners
improve their prac-
tices/strategies and to
help policymakers (at
all levels - e.g., school
building, district, state
legislators) make new
policies or refine cur-
rent policies. This also
pertains to data sharing
and reporting, as well
as data transparency
and quality issues.

4 dashboard, data, infor-
mation, assessment, col-
lect, disaggregate, re-
port, website, access,
use, ospi, yes, effective,
analysis, tool, together,
good, story, wsif, point

19 Data, evidence,
and accountabil-
ity

Goals, outcomes,
and measures:
Tests, standards,
graduation
requirements

Defining education and
school improvement
goals and measuring
outcomes via tests,
learning standards,
college readiness, and
graduation require-
ments, and preparation
for jobs, as well as
linking goals with
outcome measures.

3.5 kind, cours, goal, access,
outcom, sure, citi, drive,
kid, take, pathway, pos-
sible, easi, deeper, make,
job, report, honor, pasco,
land

Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page

Topic #
from LDA

Parent Child Child_description Agreed rat-
ing

Key words

26 Data, evidence,
and accountabil-
ity

Tests and incon-
sistent standards
for college readi-
ness and students’
success

Tests are inconsistent
standards for what
the education system
should produce, nor
are good measures of
college readiness.

3.5 test, standard, score,
tribal, take, math,
assumess, let, measure,
rate, indic, enroll, con-
sult, college, science,
differ, whether, nativ,
graduate, ethnic

None Data, evidence,
and accountabil-
ity

Accountability
system

Systems used to hold
an individual, group or
organization responsi-
ble for doing something
that they are supposed
to be doing according
to a law, job description
or other agreement. Re-
wards or sanctions are
associated with perfor-
mance.

accountability, sys-
tem, policy, district,
outcomes, student, com-
pliance, state, school,
data, community,
work, focus, measure,
governance, metrics,
assessment, scores,
education, partnership

None Data, evidence,
and accountabil-
ity

Data capacity Related to capacity of in-
dividuals, groups or or-
ganizations to process
data and information
and conduct research of
any kind for any pur-
pose

data, resources, state, ac-
cess, learning, research,
organizations, agencies,
capacity, digital, analy-
sis, trends, support, uni-
versities, questions, in-
formation, community,
school, finance, equity

3 Governance,
leadership, and
community
partnership

Local control and
district policies
and politics

District decision mak-
ing, accountability and
compliance, under local
control, and district en-
gagement with commu-
nity and parents

4 budget, school-board,
decis, sometime, make,
stakeholder, member,
director, engag, power,
superintend, process,
polit, chang, allow,
piec, toward, along, act,
district
Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page

Topic #
from LDA

Parent Child Child_description Agreed rat-
ing

Key words

30 Governance,
leadership, and
community
partnership

Legislation
process

Bills and legislative
process for educational
policies

3.5 bill, pass, half, one, read,
last, educ, way, year,
hous, legisl, make, start,
actual, basic

28 Governance,
leadership, and
community
partnership

Leadership in di-
versity

Leadership, diverse
community, and lead-
ership in diversity; can
include representation
on racial/ethnic and
other dimension (e.g.,
gender identity, disabil-
ity, immigration status,
etc); can also lead to
achieve diversity and
inclusion

3 add, support, divers,
nativ, trust, leadership,
indian, broad, com-
munity, provide, locat,
hispan, critic, recogn,
place, huge, coalit, role,
continu, partner

9 Governance,
leadership, and
community
partnership

Coalition and re-
lationship

Go beyond superfi-
cial things (counting
and disaggregating
numbers) and build
relationships and
coalition centering the
voices of youth and
families in marginalized
communities

3 work, try, hard, native,
many, educ, push, tell,
center, people, excited,
voice, talk, family, count

17 Governance,
leadership, and
community
partnership

School board School boards’ struc-
ture, diversity and
representation, and
accountability system
and inquiry cycles.
School board gover-
nance powers, school
board members as
leaders, school board
elections, expertise (or
lack thereof)

4 board, plan, perspective,
staff, answer, identify,
action, guess, educ, sup-
pose, one, experience,
idea, believe, cycle

Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page

Topic #
from LDA

Parent Child Child_description Agreed rat-
ing

Key words

20 Governance,
leadership, and
community
partnership

Community Factors and strategies
that influence the col-
laboration and build-
ing of meaningful con-
nections with commu-
nities: leadership capac-
ity, leaders listening to
others, seeking advice
and feedback from ex-
ternal/served individu-
als and organizations,
working directly with
families and bringing
them actively into the
conversation.

4 capacity, term, agency,
build, community, de-
part, collaborate, limit,
engage, within, under-
stand, connect, listen, ef-
fect, show, table, expect,
factor, response, way

2 Governance,
leadership, and
community
partnership

Government rela-
tionships

State and local public
school systems relation-
ships (decentralization
and local control) and
relationships with non-
profit organizations

3.5 positive, question, level,
district, local, response,
come, different, engage,
ask, esd, foundation, be-
gin, forward, study, ospi,
try, dynamic, exact, ver-
sus

25 School finance Progressive fund-
ing

Special education, fed-
eral and state funding
for districts with low-
income, ELL, special-ed,
and multicultural stu-
dents who need more
supports

4 special-ed, student,
federal, fund, dollar,
district, mention,
challenge, additional,
population, identify,
high, interest, versus,
ell, flexible, need, learn,
improve, school
Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page

Topic #
from LDA

Parent Child Child_description Agreed rat-
ing

Key words

8 School finance Funding formula Funding formula based
on districts’ needs, lo-
cal levies, and the allo-
cations ofMcCleary and
Stimulus funds

4 formula, money, fund,
spend, finance, district,
dollar, levy, school, essa,
amount, distribute, mc-
cleary, certain, account,
tax, financial, receive,
away, use

18 School finance Targeted funds Targeted funds
for specific activi-
ties/programs: Funds
or grants available for
other purposes than
teacher salary, funding
for teacher prepara-
tion and professional
development, and
targeted investment in
community of color

3 paid, pay, grant, fund,
available, tax, seattle,
whether, another, ob-
vious, black, spend,
one, teacher, brown,
purpose, influence, sps,
least, othello

10 Staffing resources Teacher union,
salary, workforce

Teacher union, politics
and local collective bar-
gaining processes, as
well as teacher unions’
influences on teacher
salaries, professional de-
velopment, and teacher
hiring

4 union, teacher, salary,
principle, hire, ad-
ministration, contract,
quality, local, survey,
control, value, district,
someone, happen,
professional-develop,
true, year, experience,
become

24 Staffing resources Diversify teacher
workforce
(teacher labor
market)

Teacher education, di-
versifying teacher can-
didate pool/pathways,
and partnerships be-
tween K-12 and higher
edu, and with outside
organizations

3 field, change, part, path-
way, teacher-educ, lo-
cal, force, discuss, in-
vest, partnership, im-
portant, structure, k-12,
become, nation, outside,
impact, prepare, shift,
parent
Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page

Topic #
from LDA

Parent Child Child_description Agreed rat-
ing

Key words

16 Staffing resources Mentoring, coach-
ing, and teacher
learning

New teachers’ coach-
ing, mentoring, and PD
in equitable instruction
and curriculum (adopt,
professional learning)

4 coach, new, class-
room, instruct, role,
teacher, practice, equity,
culture, term, sure,
curriculum, converse,
adopt, science, critical,
support, colleague,
administration, person

21 Student supports
and interventions

Differentiated stu-
dent strategies

Differential and tar-
geted strategies for
students of color, par-
ticularly American
African, Southeast
Asian, and Hispanic

4 african, group, student,
include, american,
focus, achieve, strategy,
target, race, specific,
goal, students–color,
kind, important, out-
come, system, define,
measure, name

22 Student supports
and interventions

Multilingual pro-
grams

Access and quality of
bilingual, multilingual
programs offered
to English language
learners

4 dual, language, pro-
gram, english, bilingual,
learner, student, year,
service, ell, skill, re-
search, access, million,
last, develop, director,
past, provide, initiative

4 Student supports
and interventions

Students’ SEL and
health

Resources supporting
Social emotional learn-
ing (SEL) and youth
health

4 mental, health, resource,
young, space, assist,
person, social, large,
people, academy, best,
care, beyond, create,
potential, necessary,
challenge, k-12, impact
Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page

Topic #
from LDA

Parent Child Child_description Agreed rat-
ing

Key words

27 Student supports
and interventions

Learning oppor-
tunities and pro-
grams

Learning opportunities
in schools, and tribal
and native education

3 leave, opportunity, year,
different, five, native,
tribe, type, office, back,
time, last, far, legislate,
whole, curriculum,
open, everybody,
longer, earlier

6 System supports
and interventions

School system
support and
improvement

Tiered support for sys-
tem and school improve-
ment

4 tier, school, high, three,
improve, two, year,
score, attend, survey,
foundation, wsif, el-
ementary, director,
perform, district, esd,
five, track, metric

7 System supports
and interventions

Judicial systems Court, state, judicial sys-
tems, and institution’s
role in educational eq-
uity, particularly racial
equity

4 court, state, washing-
ton, system, committee,
county, gap, educ, covid-
19, represent, justice, in-
stitute, executive, house,
govern, guy, thought,
children, goes, through-
out

B TOPIC SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR LDA

In this section, we will describe the steps that we took to adjust my topic models for effective and efficient subjective
labeling. The labels produced in this section will reveal the lists of commonly appeared topics and anticipated topics.
Then each document will be characterized by its proportions in different topics. Finally, those variables can be used in
the inter- or intra-group analysis.
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To incorporate covariates in topic models, we chose the Structural Topic Model (STM) package in R. we use sentences,
including one and grouped sentences, as the unit of analysis. Short paragraphs will be easier to interpret, especially
when the responses to a single question are discontinuous and unorganized. Moreover, sentence units contain grouped
neighboring sentences that help mitigate meaning distortion in the interpretation.

Starting with the cleaned and integrated data from the previous preprocessing steps, we pass the document-term
matrix (generated by textProcessor()) through the searchK() function from stm packages. The function yields the
diagnostic values by a number of manually input K-terms. We input a set of K equals (15, 17, 20, 23, 25, 27, 30, 33, 35)
and obtain the output model statistics, including held-out likelihood, residuals, semantic coherence, and lower bound.

Fig. 8. Diagnostic Values for a Number of Topics

Knowing that there is no single best model or “the” correct K terms, we evaluate models with different specifications
following the previous studies that used the topic modeling method. Roberts et al. [2013][38] suggest selecting the
model with lower residual value and higher held-out likelihood. Besides, a desirable model also needs to have high
semantic coherence. The model statistics shown in Figure 8 help narrow down the selection K ranges from 15 to 35.
Models of more than or equal to 40 topics have good results for held-out likelihood and residual. But its semantic
coherence is the lowest compared to models with fewer topics. Besides, considering the size of the data, a large K like
40 may result in a model that produces too narrow topics. In the second round, we run the diagnostic values for the
numbers of topics within this new range and further narrow down the desirable numbers of topics to 24, 30, and 35
based on the same set of standards. Then, we compare exclusivity and semantic coherence for models using 24, 30,
and 3 topics. As shown in Figure 9, the model of 30 topics performs better in exclusivity, while the model of 25 topics
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performs better in semantic coherence. However, a smaller K tends to produce a high semantic coherence with probably
too general topics [4], and it performs poorly on exclusivity.

Fig. 9. Exclusivity vs. Semantic Coherence

After inspecting some sample topics for each model, we decided that the model of 30 topics captures a more
comprehensive picture of the text corpus.

C ADDITIONAL FIGURES AND TABLES FOR RESULTS SECTION

Table 6. Robustness Tests

Child codes Parent codes

Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficients Sørensen-Dice coefficients Jaccard similarity Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficients Sørensen-Dice coefficients Jaccard similarity

GPT-4 vs. Human 0.63 0.42 0.30 0.87 0.62 0.49
LDA vs. Human 0.32 0.29 0.19 0.63 0.52 0.39
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Fig. 10. Comparison for Hit Rates and Shuffle Hit Rates with 95% Confidence Intervals (a) Child codes (above) and (b) Parent codes
(below)
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Fig. 11. Parent-Code-Level Codewise AUCs with 95% Confidence Intervals between GPT-4 and Human
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Fig. 12. Parent-Code-Level Codewise AUCs with 95% Confidence Intervals between LDA and Human
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Fig. 13. Child-Code-Level Codewise AUCs with 95% Confidence Intervals Between GPT-4 and Human
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Fig. 14. Child-Code-Level Codewise AUCs with 95% Confidence Intervals Between LDA and Human
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Fig. 15. Parent-Code-Level Codewise Cohen’s 𝜅 with 95% Confidence Intervals between Gpt-4 and Human
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Fig. 16. Parent-Code-Level Codewise Cohen’s 𝜅 with 95% Confidence Intervals Between LDA and Human
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Fig. 17. Child-Code-Level Codewise Cohen’s 𝜅 with 95% Confidence Intervals between GPT-4 and Human
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Fig. 18. Child-Code-Level Codewise Cohen’s 𝜅 with 95% Confidence Intervals between LDA and Human
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Fig. 19. Child Code Cosine Similarity
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Fig. 20. Zoomed-in Child Code Cosine Similarity
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Fig. 21. Parent Code Cosine Similarity
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Fig. 22. Percentage of Lexical-based Sentiment Annotation Agree with Human Annotation by Themes
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Table 7. GPT-4 Annotation (Original) Distribution Compared with Human Child Code Labels

Parent Codes Parent Code Fre-
quency (%)

Child Codes Child Code Fre-
quency (%)

Human Labeled
Child Code
Frequency (%)

Data, evidence, and account-
ability

9.51 Data access, analysis, report-
ing, use, quality and trans-
parency

4.45 9.32

Curriculum and instruction 2.52 Curriculum development and
instructional delivery

3.5 3.34

Governance, leadership, and
community partnership

12.09 Local control and district poli-
cies and politics

3.5 2.64

Governance, leadership, and
community partnership

12.09 Community 3.06 5.89

Culture, climate and environ-
ment

9.7 Anti-racism 2.52 5.06

Governance, leadership, and
community partnership

12.09 Leadership in diversity 2.47 5.38

Student supports and inter-
ventions

3.01 Differentiated student strate-
gies

2.41 2.5

Governance, leadership, and
community partnership

12.09 Government relationships 2.22 2.18

Staffing resources 4.55 Diversify teacher workforce
(teacher labor market)

2.09 4.78

Staffing resources 4.55 Mentoring, coaching, and
teacher learning

2.09 4.08

Student supports and inter-
ventions

3.01 Learning opportunities and
programs

2.03 4.31

Governance, leadership, and
community partnership

12.09 Legislation process 2.03 2.78

Data, evidence, and account-
ability

9.51 Accountability system 1.95 2.55

Staffing resources 4.55 Teacher union, salary, work-
force

1.6 2.74

Curriculum and instruction 2.52 Instructional programs 1.49 1.44
School finance 4.74 Targeted funds 1.44 2.18
Student supports and inter-
ventions

3.01 Multilingual programs 1.41 2.27

Continued on next page
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Table 7 – Continued from previous page

Parent Codes Parent Code Fre-
quency (%)

Child Codes Child Code Fre-
quency (%)

Human Labeled
Child Code
Frequency (%)

System supports and interven-
tions

3.61 School system support and im-
provement

1.38 3.53

Governance, leadership, and
community partnership

12.09 School board 1.25 1.67

Student supports and inter-
ventions

3.01 Students’ SEL and health 1.17 1.99

Governance, leadership, and
community partnership

12.09 Coalition and relationship 1.14 6.77

School finance 4.74 Funding formula 1.06 3.06
Data, evidence, and account-
ability

9.51 Goals, outcomes, and mea-
sures: Tests, standards, gradu-
ation requirements

1.06 3.57

Culture, climate and environ-
ment

9.7 Trauma at home 0.54 1.76

School finance 4.74 Progressive funding 0.43 1.58
System supports and interven-
tions

3.61 Judicial systems 0.33 1.58

Data, evidence, and account-
ability

9.51 Data capacity 0.27 1.11

Data, evidence, and account-
ability

9.51 Tests and inconsistent stan-
dards for college readiness
and students’ success

0.27 1.16
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